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korean is a language with a rich history that's why every korean people are proud to use their mother tongue (hangul). it's a language that has been used for over 1,000 years and it is still being used by people today. this obviously means that the language itself is rich and full of meaning. if
you know how to pronounce them, then these words and phrases in korean language will be your guides to travel the world. learn the basics of korean language and sound out these basic words and phrases in korean language. this is one of the most popular sport played by koreans. the

korean flag is composed of red and white and it symbolizes the strong independence of koreans. the word for korean flag is hangul and the flag is flown at the roof of most of the korean buildings. it's not just the flag that's flown but also the korean anthem (haengjang) and the national anthem
(gongheungwon) have the hangul words. so, if you ever travel to korea, these words and phrases in korean language will be your handy tools to learn the language. the korean language is also very similar to the chinese language. that's why almost every korean name ends with an oh sound.
for example, bongjun ends with bong and sohn ends with soh. it's also similar to the japanese language since the japanese also use the same alphabet that is called hanzi. if you are a traveler in the world, you will never stop learning languages. this is why we are here to help you learn how to

learn korean language. if you want to learn the basics of korean language for free, check out this free korean-english dictionary. you will see that this one is really handy in learning the basic words and phrases that you can use in your daily life.
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